


A Well-being Walkway Merging Spa, 
Art, Nature, Design and Massage 

Eco-friendly, respectful and transgressive 
universe, drawing well-being with 

surreal touches of proximity.

 Our treatments are designed to manage stress, 
improve the quality of life and be aware 

of emotions. The fundamental thing is to give 
space to expand the imagination, 

let yourself go and enjoy the experience ess.

 Respect and love are our values, 
we take care of you, we take care of the planet.

You´re always welcome

Creator of the concept 
ess Artistic Well-being



essfulness
Very relaxing massage with traces of lavender inspired 

by copper, the best conductor of energy. 
Designed to achieve a state that recreates 

the present moment, encourages positive thinking 
in full awareness and rid the body of stress. 

 

50min | 75€   80min | 95€

essdangle
Massage to promote calm and meditation through the tracing 
of structured patterns that form beautiful images. Perfect for 

minor aches and pains and to activate blood circulation.

50min | 75€ 

essvolution
Massage with lavender and eucalyptus textures. 

It is designed to allow energy to flow freely through the body. 
Calms the mind, relieves headaches or migraines, insomnia 

and improves flexibility. Ideal for stressful conditions. 

50min | 75€   80min | 95€

essouch
Massage with firm and effective pressure, ideal for 
dissipating physical pain. Medicinal plant textures 

that relieve muscle fatigue, providing greater flexibility 
and increased joint movement.

25min | 60€   50min | 80€

essderful
Slimming massage to stylise the contours of the figure 

and achieve a more defined silhouette.

50min | 75€

Massage



esstastic
Pleasant organic and vegan exfoliation that will 

give your skin all the moisture it has lost, removes 
dead skin cells and leaves it soft and beautiful. 

50min | 75€  

 

essmotion
Detoxifying seaweed wrap with grapefruit 

and clove essential oil, ideal for combating fat and fluid 
retention. Soothes muscular pain, rheumatism, arthritis, 

reduces inflammation and balances emotions.

50min | 75€ 

essrock
Spa Manicure

50min | 35€
 

Shellac Manicure

50min | 35€

Spa Pedicure

50min | 40€

Shellac Pedicure

50min | 40€

Body Beauty



essvenic
Luxurious cleansing ritual with organic and vegan 

products that helps the skin to get rid of all its impurities, 
erase pollution damage and regain a radiant, glowing 

appearance. It uses carefully designed techniques, 
ultrasonic spatula extraction and tonic mist. 

80min | 85€  

 

esslux
Corrects and blurs expression lines, 

visibly filling them from the inside with an instant lifting 
effect, providing volume and elasticity to the skin. 

The perfect treatment to awaken youth.

50min | 95€ 

Facial Beauty



esscolor
Balance and Inner connection.  

Body and facial exfoliation 
+ 50 minutes essdangle massage 

+ facial massage with organic and vegan products.

110min | 130€

esstyle
Well-being Walkway

50 minute essfulness massage encouraging 
positive thinking, after which you can enjoy a cocktail.

It's your moment, you are here and now... You feel awesome!

50min | 85€

essparty
Share

Original, chic and fun party concept with your friends.
SPA, 25 min massage, music, organic delicacies 

and cocktail.

95€ per person (from Monday to Thursday)

esstronomic
Gastro & Well-being

One hour SPA, essfulness massage 50' 
and dinner at La Mar restaurant.       

120€ per person

Experiences



essvatar
The metamorphosis of authenticity

50 minutes essvolution massage to allow the energy 
to flow freely through the body. Your reflection in the mirror 

will be transformed with fluorine brushstrokes into an introspective 
State. There are no barriers, you will be what you long to BE. The 

projection of our fluorine Avatar encourage the release of thought.

80min | 120€

esspantonic
Balance and inner connection

50’ massage essfulness.
Then we invite you to feel the present and draw it 

with your eyes covered on a blank canvas, revealing the senses 
with your favorite songs, essential oils and textures of Nature.

Creativity stimulates the ability to transform, 
surprise is part of the experience by uncovering the eyes.

80min | 120€



essvibes
Access to the water area 

60min | 10€  

 
Good vibes

One hour of exclusive SPA, listening to your 
favourite songs and enjoying a glass of cava, 

wine or organic infusion. 

60min | 45€ 

(from Monday to Thursday, not bank holidays)

We combine different treatments 
to design a special gift or custom 

health programmes.

gift voucher 
and 

Health programmes  

Spa

Personalized



Please arrive 15 minutes before the scheduled 
time so that you can register and fill in the 

health questionnaire to start at the 
scheduled time.

   The professionals will help you plan your 
session according to your needs.

   Late arrivals may reduce the duration of your 
treatment as they will finish at the scheduled 

time so as not to disturb the next client.

   Any cancellations made more than 
6 hours in advance will not incur a charge. 
Any cancellation made less than 6 hours 

in advance will incur a charge of 50% of the 
treatment booked. Failure to cancel a booking 

will result in a charge of 100% 
of the treatment booked.

  The environment is quiet and relaxed. 
Please respect privacy, avoid smoking a

nd use of mobile phones on the premises. 

. Thank you very much. 

Regulation



Park Hotel San Jorge
Avinguda Andorra, 28 

Calonge (Girona)
Tel. +34 872 550 733

Reservations from the room: 1321
spa@parkhotelsanjorge.com

www.parkhotelsanjorge.com

Follow us
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